movie...

Yarrow film fulsomely "cool"

By Steve Grant

Do you like home movies? Then you'll absolutely love "You Are What You Eat," because that's exactly what it is - the most self-indulgent of all movie genres, in this case Peter Yarrow's little chronicle of some of his friends. Peter, did you think it really needed to be told?

Peter Yarrow is of course Peter of Paul and, that incredible and folk music trio that really shouldn't be belted out as folk music, but is willy-nilly anyway. Lately they've been telling their own, and just hard to swing a little new hit that swells a little in this mix, too. The only trouble is, he has practiced in private until now only to make a public showing. In fact, "You Are What You Eat" is a necessary resemblance to a Proust-indoctrinated autobiographical diary along the lines of the first six.

Nortie "too cool"

Most of the movie is a disjointed collage of cameo-ish shots of various unshaven people doing or saying real top things. Ha. If they're not cool, I'll try to stay a social reject.

Do this film assume the righteous posture of the indoors and attempt to teach us "where it's at?" This is one of the big shortcomings of the "pop culture" of today - it tries too hard, pushes too fast, and avoids to examine its top downs our ignorant thrusts. Now there's such a thing as being right while the rest of the world is wrong, but this isn't the way to convince ignorant masses. Nobody likes to be told he's stupid.

That's what "You Are What You Eat" does, essentially - it sits on the screen and moralizes itself, "How cool I am." Well, that's not very interesting.

There are also lots of real cool angle shots and blown-up/distorted photography to convince the viewer that the movie is more stud than he is. If you too. The only trouble is, he phony to convince the viewer that the a

"Bip star" ad

...the sugar-smooth character identified as "Super Spade" is a prime example. His look is like, real cool, baby, you know what I mean? But the Christ's sake, don't be intimidated - to laugh at his own

"You're what's happening, baby." Peter Yarrow would do well to listen, per
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So talk to the Du Pont recruiter. If he offers you something, think of it as a professional challenge, not a proposal of marriage.